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Leagues II and III place the night before the final game. Grad House best Beta Theta Pi for the right to meet East Campus in the final. Trautman and Grobbe with 15 and 13 points respectively, were high men. The Betas, through their loss were relegated to third place.

Next Week The Tech will paint the scoring leaders for this past season's play, along with an all star team selected by the intramural basketball manager and the Bushleaguer writer.

Bowling Finals Underway
Playing having been completed in all leagues of the bowling competition, playoffs for the championship are now underway. Delta Tau Delta, league II leader, lost its first playoff game to Sigma Phi Epsilon, league IV champ, and then forfeited its next three playoff matches to Phi Sigma Kappa, Grad House, and 13-15, while Grad House took 5-15 B 3-1, while Grad House beat Phi Sigma Kappa by the same score.

The bowling playoffs are being conducted on a total point basis, rather that a double elimination, which is the case in most championship competition. This way every team gets to play every other at least once, the winner determined by the one gaining the most points.

Hockey Play Near Completion
Alpha Epsilon Phi edged Delta Upsilon 2-1 in the continuation of a tie contest, to pledge league six into a three way tie, necessitating a playoff before the playoffs.

Sigmas Alpha Epsilon and Phi Gamma Delta, the two others tied for the league leadership, met, with SAE emerging the victor, 2-1. SAE meets the winner determined by the one gaining the most points.

The bowling playoffs are being conducted on a total point basis, rather than a double elimination, which is the case in most championship competition. This way every team gets to play every other at least once, the winner determined by the one gaining the most points.

Hockey playoff, for the intramural championship, will commence Sunday evening, with a triple header on tap. Weather permitting, they will continue with doubleheaders Monday and Wednesday. Double elimination will be the system used.